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In this paper we present a short proof of Griinbaum’s theorem concerning 
the existence of antidirected Hamiltonian (ADH) paths in tournaments. We 
atso prove that, in every tournament T, with n > 12, there is an ADH path 
starting at any vertex. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The notion of an antidirected Hamiltonian path was introduced by 
Griinbaum in [1] and defined as follows: A simple path in a directed graph 
is antidirected provided every two adjacent edges of the path have opposing 
orientations. A path is Hamiltonian provided it is simple and contains all 
the vertices of the graph. An ADH path is an antidirected Hamiltonian 
path in a directed graph. An n-tournament T, is an oriented complete 
grapb with n vertices. Our proof of Griinbaum’s theorem is based on the 
existence of double points in certain tournaments. A vertex x E a, is a 
double point provided there exist two ADH paths in rt-, , both starting 
with x, as follows: 
(0 x+-y-> ..*, (ii) x--tzc**.. 
The transitive tournament on 4 vertices will be denoted by TT, . If 
(2, x, y, x”) are the vertices of a TT, with x’ the transmitter and X” the 
receiver, we call the vertices x and y the internal vertices. Notice that the 
paths 
x + xv c x’ -+ y and xcx'+x~+y (“> 
imply that the internal vertices of a TT, are double points for this tour- 
nament. We denote by Tzc and Tsc the regular tourna,ments with three and 
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five vertices, respectively. T,c will denote the tournament with vertex set 
$4 19-v 6) with i - j if and only ifj - i is a quadratic residue modulo 7. 
We denote the tournament obtained from T, by reversing the direction 
of every edge in it by Fn . If A C T, , we denote by [A] the subtournament 
spanned in T, by the vertices in A, and by T,(A) the subtournament 
spanned by the vertices not in A. The out-set of a vertex X, O(X), and the 
in-set I(X), are defined as follows: O(X) = {y E T, 1 x -+ y}, I(x) = 
(z E T, I x +- z}. 
The following facts concerning double points and ADH paths may be 
easily verified: 
(a) T, admits an ADH path iff pfi admits one. 
(b) If T,(x) has a double point then T, admits an ADH path starting 
with X. 
(c) If T, has an ADH path and IZ is odd then T, has a double point. 
(d) If A C T, and both [A] and T,(A) have double points, then T, 
admits an ADH path. 
To prove c, we may assume without loss of generality that the ADH path 
in T, is given by: 
Without loss of generality we may assume that n---t 1. Since the path 
1cn-+n-l+-~*~ -+ 2 is an ADH path in T, , the vertex 1 is a double 
point in T, . 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 
THEOREM 1 (Griinbaum). Except for Tsc, The and TTG every tournament 
contains an ADH path 
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on n. The theorem is easily 
verified for n < 4. Let T,,, be a tournament of order n + 1. 
Case 1. n is odd. Let x E T,,, . T,+,(x) is a tournament of odd order. 
If T,+,(x) # Tsc or T,c then by the induction hypothesis T,+l(x) contains 
an ADH path. By (c) T,+,(x) contains a double point and by (b) T,,, 
admits an ADH path starting with X. 
If T,+,(x) = Tsc, we may assume without loss of generality that 
1 O(x)1 > 3 (because psc = Tse ). We may also assume that (1,2} > O(X) 
(see Figure 1). The path 2 c x + 1 +- 4 + 5 +- 3 is an ADH path in T6 . 
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FIGURE 1 
Let A = TT, be a subtournament of T, . If x $ A then T&) is a sub- 
tournament of order 7 containing a TT, . Hence T,(X) # TTc and T8 admits 
an ADH path. 
Case 2. n is even. If n 3 12, T,+l contains a subtournament 
[A] = TT* . T,+,(A) is an odd tournament of order 29; hence by the 
induction hypothesis T,+,(A) admits an ADH pat (4 T,,M has a 
double point. Since A has a double point (*), it ws from (d) that 
T,,, admits an ADH path. It remains to prove the theorem for ,V = 4,&g, 
and 10. 
n = 4. If T5 contains a TT, , by (*) and (b) T, admits an ADH path. 
If for some vertex x E T5 , / O(X)\ 3 3, then three vertices in O(X) span a 
Tsc, otherwise T5 would contain a TT, . Assume the three points are 
1+2+3+l.Inthesubtournament[x,1,2,3]wehave2+3cx-+l 
and 2 t x -j. 1 +- 3. Therefore 2 is a double point and by (b) T5 contains 
an ADH path. If j O(x)1 < 2 for every vertex then T5 = Tse. 
n = 6. If T, does not contain a TT, , then T, = TTc [3]. We may 
assume therefore that T7 contains a subtournament A = TT4 . T,(A) may 
be one of the two following tournaments: 
(i) l-+2--+3+1 2 (ii) 1 -+ 2 -5 3 9 1. 
In case (i), 2 is a double point for T,(A) and, since p1 has a double point, 
by (d) T7 admits an ADH path. In case (ii), for every vertex x E A we must 
have O(x) n (1,2,3} f @ and I(X) n (1,2, 3) f a, for otherwise 
[x, 1,2, 31 has a double point and [A/X] = TT, has a double point an 
again, by (d), T7 admits an ADH path. We may assume therefore that 
x’ + 1 (Figure 2). 
FIGURE 2 
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Ifyt2,then3-+ 1 +-x’+x”cx+y+-2isanADHpathinT,; 
henceweassumethaty-+2.Ifx+-3,then1-+2tytx”cx’+xc3 
is an ADH path; hence we assume that x + 3. Since O(x) n (1,2, 3) f o , 
one of the following three cases must occur: (I) 1 + x”, (2) 2 -+ x”, 
(3) 3 + XI. In case I, the path 2 -+ 3 t x -+ y t x’ + x” c 1 is an 
ADH path. In case 2, the path 3 +-2-+x”+-x-+y+-x’+ 1 is an 
ADH path. In case 3, x c x’ + 1 c 3 + x” c y + 2 is an ADH path 
and threfore T, contains an ADH path. 
IZ = 8. T9 contains a subtournament A = TT, . The only difficulty 
arises when T,(A) = TbG. Let x E A. Since Fhc = TSc we may assume 
that O(x) contains at least three vertices from TGc. If O(x) I (1,2, 3}, 
(Figure1),thepaths2tx~I+-4-+5+-3and2-+3+-x-+1+-4-+5 
show that 2 is a double point for TSc u {x} and since [A/x] has a double 
point T9 admits an ADH path. If Vx E A, O(x) does not contain three 
consecutive points on TSc, we may assume without loss of generality that 
O(x) > {l, 2,4} and I(x) 1 (3,4}. The following pair of paths: 
3+5+4+1+--x+2 and 3+-2--+4+-x+1+-5 
show that 3 is a double point and by the same argument as above T9 
admits an ADH path. 
y1 = 10. Let A = TT, be a subtournament of T,, , If T,,(A) + T,G, 
T,, admits an ADH path. If T,,(A) = TTc, the subtournament (0, 1, 2, 4) 
of TTc contains the double point 1. Since the tournament T’ = A u {3,5,6) 
contains a TT, , T’ # T,c. Thus T’ admits an ADH path. Since T’ is odd 
it contains a double point and hence, by (d), T,, admits an ADH path. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 2. If n = 10 or n 3 12 every vertex v E T, is a start of an 
ADHpath in T, . 
Our proof is based on theorem 1 and the following lemma: 
LEMMA. If A = TT4 is a subtournament of T, , and if T,(A) has a double 
point, then T, admits an ADHpath starting with x, where x is an internal 
vertex qf A. 
The lemma follows immediately from (*). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let T, be an arbitrary tournament of order n. 
If n is even, the theorem was actually proved in Case 1 of Theorem 1. 
Hence we will assume that n is odd. Let v E T, . If v is contained as an 
internal vertex in a subtournament A = TT, , then T,(A) would be an 
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odd tournament of order 29. Hence T,(A) would contain a double point 
and, by the lemma, T, admits an ADH path starting with U. Hence we will 
assume that ZJ is not contained as an internal vertex in a TT, , By looking at 
Tn if necessary we may assume that 1 O(V)/ 3 / I(v)]. If I(u9 = o , then it 
is easy to see that T, admits an ADH path starting with v. Let 
I(v) = (al )...) a,> and Q(v) = (b, ,*.,, b,,] m’ 3 m. 
Let x E I(v). If j O(x) n O(v)\ > 2, then two vertices from O(x) n 
together with x and v would span a TT, in T, that contains v ~~ter~al~y. 
Hence we must have: 
I 069 n o(v)1 G 1, vx E i(v). 
By a similar argument: 
I W n I(v)I d 1, vy E O(v). 
Hence, by renumbering if necessary, we may assume the following 
structure in T, : 
bi -+ aj , i#j, l,<i<m’, l<j<m. 
Case E. m = m’. Since n 3 13, m 3 6. The path 
~--tbcb’~a,_~tb,~a,t-b,~a,cb,~... 
+- bm-, -+ a,-, +- b, + a +- a’, 
where (b, b’) = (b, , b,} and {a, a’) = {a, , a,}> is an ADH path in T, 
starting with v. 
Case 2. m’ > m, m > 2. Since m’ - m is an even integer, 
Ebm,, ,.-., bvcl 
admits an ADH path. By renumbering the vertices if necessary, we may 
assume that the path is 
If b, +- 6, , then 
is and ADH path starting with v. 
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If b, -+ b, then 
v~b,cb,-ta,cb,~a,cb,j... 
b 112~a,-,cb,,,~a,cb,,,~...cb,, 
is an ADH path starting with v. 
Case 3. m = 1. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
b, + b, . Since m’ > 11, m’ - 2 b 9. Hence by Theorem 1 there is an 
antidirected path that covers the vertices B = {b, , 1 < i < m’, i f 2, 3). 
By the induction hypothesis B admits an ADH path that starts with 
5, # b, . Since in an odd tournament every vertex is a double point we 
may assume without loss of generality that the path is 
61-42c-Y-iiimL2, bj E B, 6, # b, . 
The path 
v + b, +- b, +a,+--6,+6,+-~~~+-~,~~, 
is an ADH path in T, starting with v. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2. 
Remark. A careful check by similar methods shows that Theorem 2 
is also true for y1 = 9 and II = 11. 
3. REMARKS AND PROBLEMS 
It seems to us that Theorem 2 might be helpful in establishing 
Grtinbaum’s conjecture concerning the existence of ADH circuits in 
Tzn n > 5. 
Several authors have considered the existence of various types of paths 
in tournaments. Griinbaum, for example, has shown that every tourna- 
ment contains a Hamiltonian path with a short cut [2, p. 2111. The 
following might be a natural generalization of “types” of paths: 
Let T, be a tournament with vertices {l,..., n}. Let a, ,..., a, be any 
permutation of the vertices. Let (a1 ,..., 01,~~) be defined as follows: 
oIi= -I-:, 
1 
ai+aif19 
7 ai + ai+l . 
Thus every simple path in T, yields an II - 1 tuple of -& 1’s. A Hamiltonian 
path in T, will yield the sequence (+ l,..., + 1) and an ADH path yields 
the sequence (+I, -1, +l, -l,...) or (-1, +l, --I ,...) and so on. There 
are 2*--l possible types of sequences and n! distinct simple paths in T, . 
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Obviously, every sequence type (01~ ,..., cr(,-3 is realizable in r. iff every 
sequence type is realizable in ?n . One may easily prove 
every possible sequence is realizable in TT, . Consideration of some other 
examples led us to venture: 
Conjecture. There exists a number N such that lever-y tournament Tn 
with n 3 N realizes every sequence (01~ ,..., 01,-~). 
Since TTC does not contain and ADH path then clearly N > 8. 
Note Added in Proof. R. Forecade has been able to verify our con- 
jecture for every tournament of order 2”. 
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